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Philosophy 57 — Day 5

• Quiz #1 Solutions& Discussion

• ≈Curve: 88–100 (A), 76–84 (B), 68–72 (C), 60–66 (D),< 60 (F)

• Don’t panic, there are 7 quizzes (2 are dropped) . . .

• Today: Chapter 3, Continued . . .

• Next Quiz: Tuesday, 2/18/03 (on chapter 3)
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Fallacies of Relevance III

• An appeal to the people(argumentum ad populum) occurs when an arguer
tries to persuade the reader or listener by exploiting their desire to be loved,
esteemed, admired, valued, recognized, or accepted by others in society.

• There are two approaches to making appeals to the people:

1. TheDirect Approachmakes adirect appeal to the emotions and
enthusiasm of a large group to win acceptance of some conclusion:

Ladies and gentlemen, the minds of our children are in jeopardy. Today a

reckless band of heathen teachers is shoving Darwinism down our

children’s throats. This mindless theory holds that human beings, the

children of God, developed from mere monkeys. It holds that blind

accident accounts for all life. Down with this godless theory! Fire the

heathen teachers! Return God to the classroom!

2. TheIndirect Approachfocuses on one or more members of “the crowd”,
and tries to exploit their (desired) relationship to the others in “the crowd”.
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Fallacies of Relevance III — Continued

• There are several kinds ofindirect appeals to the people.

– Bandwagon argument:

Of course you want to buy Zing toothpaste. After all, 90% of

America brushes with Zing.

– Appeal to Snobbery:

A Rolls-Royce is not for everyone. If you quality as one of the

select few, this distinguished classic may be seen and driven at

British Motor Cars, Ltd. (By appointment only, please.)

– Appeal to Vanity:

The roman empire, poised at the height of its power but eaten up

by internal moral decay, had only a few years of political integrity

left to it, though none of its contemporary citizens realized that

gloomy fact. The moral for our nation is obvious.
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Fallacies of Relevance IV

• An argument against the person(argumentum ad hominem) occurs when,
rather than responding to the substance of someone’sargument, a would-be
objector directs our attention instead to theperson doing the arguing.

• There are several types ofad hominemarguments:

– Ad HominemAbusive:

Before he died, poet Allen Ginsburg argued in favor of legalizing

pornography. But, Ginsberg’s arguments are nothing but trash.

Ginsberg was a marijuana-smoking homosexual and a

thoroughgoing advocate of the drug culture.

– Ad HominemCircumstantial:

The Dalai Lama argues that China has no business in Tibet and

that the West should do something about it. But the Dalai Lama

just wants the Chinese to leave so he can return as leader.

Naturally he argues this way. So, we should reject his arguments.
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Fallacies of Relevance IV — Continued

– Tu Quoque(“you too”):

Child to parent: Your argument that I should stop stealing candy

from the corner store is no good. You told me yourself just a week

ago that you, too, stole candy when you were a kid.

• Cautionary Remark: Ad Hominemis fallaciousonly if it aims to criticize a
person’sargument bycriticizing the person. This maynot be the aim . . .

• If the aim is to criticize theperson, then there may be no fallacy at all.

Osama Bin Laden planned the destruction of the World Trade Center, killing

thousands of innocent people, and he supports terrorist causes all over the

world. Bin Laden is therefore a brutal and violent person.

• Here’s a more subtle example:

Mickey testified that he saw Freddy set fire to the building. But, Mickey was

recently convicted on 10 counts of perjury, and he hates Freddy and would

love to see him sent to jail. So, you shouldn’t believe Mickey’s testimony.
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Fallacies of Relevance V

• The fallacy ofaccidentoccurs when a general rule is applied to a specific case
it was not intended to cover. Typically, the general rule is cited (a.l. implicitly)
in the premises, and then misapplied to a case mentioned in the conclusion.

– Freedom of speech is a constitutionally guaranteed right.

Therefore, John Q. Radical should not be arrested for his speech

that incited a riot last week.

– Property should be returned to its rightful owner. That drunken

sailor who is starting a fight with his opponents at the pool table

lent you his .45-caliber pistol, and now he wants it back.

Therefore, you should return it to him now.

• One ore more accidental features of the specific case make it an exception to
the rule. In the first example, the accidental feature is that the speech incited a
riot. In the second example, the accidental features are that the sailor is drunk,
that he is starting a fight, and that the property in question is dangerous.
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Fallacies of Relevance VI

• Thestraw manfallacy is committed when an arguer (1) distorts an opponent’s
argument, making it easily refutable, (2) refutes the distorted argument, then
(3) concludes that the opponent’soriginal argument has ben refuted.

– Ms. Volmer has argued that we reduce the speed limit on our

freeways to 55 miles per hour. Using her logic, we should go a bit

further and reduce it to 35. Then we’ll just be crawling along.

Think of the massive traffic congestion we’ll have. Total gridlock! I

think we can all see that Ms. Volmer’s argument is a bad idea.

– Mr. Rankin has just given his argument against affirmative action

for women. What he’s really saying is that women should stay out

of the work place altogether — just keep them barefoot and

pregnant! I think we are all smart enough to reject that argument.

• Typically, the creator of a straw man will try to make their opponent’s
argument sound moreextremeor morecontroversialthan it really is.
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Fallacies of Relevance VII

• Thered herringfallacy is committed when an arguer diverts the attention of
the reader bychanging the subjectto a different (maybe subtly related) one.

– The Auto Advisor column of the newspaper says that the Chevy

Corsica is a great car. But the column fails to mention that

General Motors executives make millions of dollars. Nobody

deserves to be paid that much. In fairness, people should be paid

according to the amount of work they do, and none of those

executives does any more work than the average guy on the

assembly line. Clearly the Auto Advisor is out to lunch.

– Animal rights activists say that animals are abused in biomedical

research labs. But consider this: Pets are abused by their owners

every day. Probably 25% of pet owners should never get near

animals. Some cases of abuse are enough to make you sick.

• Red herringsdon’t involve ‘defeating’ a distorted argument (straw mendo).
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Fallacies of Relevance VIII

• An arguer is guilty ofmissing the point(ignorantio elenchi) if the premises of
their argument support one (identifiable!) conclusion, but then they infer a
different(sometimes vaguely related), andillogical conclusion.

– Wage earners cannot currently live on the minimum wage.

Therefore, the minimum wage should be abolished.

– Grade school children these days can neither read or write.

Clearly, prayer should be returned to the classroom.

• You should always be able toidentifyat least one statement which the
premises seem to logically suggest as an appropriate conclusion.

• In cases of red herring and straw man, the conclusion drawn by the argueris

relevantto the premises they cite (it’s just that the premises they cite have
nothing to do with the original argument!). Not so with missing the point.

• Missing the point is sort of a ‘catch all’ category for fallacies. It is a ‘last
resort’, if one cannot fit a fallacy into any of the other known categories.
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Fallacies of Ambiguity

• The fallacy ofequivocationoccurs when the conclusion of an argument
depends on the fact that aword or phraseis usedin two different senses.

– Ms. Thomas said that she never swears. But she was just sworn

in as a judge. Apparently Ms. Thomas does not tell the truth.

– Dense objects tend to sink in water. But Michael is incredibly

dense. In fact, he never made it out of grade school. Therefore,

Michael should stay out of the water.

• The fallacy ofamphibolyoccurs when the arguer misinterprets an ambiguous
statement and then draws a conclusion based on this faulty interpretation. The
ambiguity usually arises from a mistake ingrammaror punctuation.

– Christine said that she painted her picture hanging on the wall of

her bedroom. Obviously Christine is quite an acrobat.

– Cyndi said that she saw a man walking a dog through her

window. Clearly that man should be charged with animal abuse.
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Fallacies of Grammatical Analogy

• The fallacy ofcompositionoccurs when the conclusion of an argument
depends on the erroneous transference of an attribute from the parts of
something onto the whole.

– Each atom in this table is invisible to the naked eye. Therefore,

the table is invisible to the naked eye.

– Carbon and oxygen are nonpoisonous elements. Therefore,

carbon monoxide, which is composed exclusively of carbon and

oxygen, is nonpoisonous.

• The fallacy ofdivisionoccurs when the conclusion of an argument depends on
the erroneous transference of an attribute from a whole onto its parts.

– This chocolate cake is delicious. Therefore, each of its

ingredients should be delicious.

– This nylon rope will withstand a load of 1000 pounds. Therefore,

each strand in the rope will withstand a load of 1000 pounds.
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Some Exercises

• Can you identify the kind of fallacy (if there is one!) in these passages?

• This thousand dollar bill is very valuable. Therefore, if it is torn up into a hundred

pieces, each piece should be valuable.

• Professor Parker argues that we should implement sex education classes starting

in the sixth grade. Apparently what the professor wants is for kids to start having

sex at age 9 or 10. This is just crazy! Clearly the professor’s arguments are

misguided.

• Student to professor: My father is a major contributor to this college, and if you

don’t agree that I deserve an “A” in this class, I’ll see to it that you lose your job.

• You’ve got to see Steven Spielberg’s latest film immediately. It’s breaking all the

box office records, and everyone I know is raving about it.

• So your stock broker has tried to persuade you to buy 1000 shares of Macro Data.

Well, I wouldn’t trust his arguments. He just wants to earn that fat commission on

the sale.
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• So your stock broker has tried to persuade you to buy 1000 shares of Macro Data.

Well, I wouldn’t trust his arguments. He just wants to earn that fat commission on

the sale.

• Mr. Haller has just given us reasons why we should place more emphasis on family

values. But he has no business talking. Just a week ago he got a divorce.

• Bill Gilmore has argued for increased funding for the disabled. But nobody should

listen to that argument. Gilmore is a slob who cheats on his wife, beats his kids,

and never pays his bills on time.

• Children should obey their parents. Therefore, little Jackie should follow his

alcoholic father’s orders to drop out of school and get a job.

• Senator Hyde has argued that the Clean Water Act should never be weakened.

But the point is that water is one of the most common substances on Earth. Over

two-thirds of our planet’s surface is covered with water, and massive amounts of

frozen water cover both poles. If the ice caps were ever to melt, ocean levels would

rise several feet. Obviously the senator has been misinformed.
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